Abstract. We consider the number of quantum queries required to determine the coefficients of a degree-d polynomial over Fq. A lower bound shown independently by Kane and Kutin and by Meyer and Pommersheim shows that d/2 + 1/2 quantum queries are needed to solve this problem with bounded error, whereas an algorithm of Boneh and Zhandry shows that d quantum queries are sufficient. We show that the lower bound is achievable: d/2 + 1/2 quantum queries suffice to determine the polynomial with bounded error. Furthermore, we show that d/2 + 1 queries suffice to achieve probability approaching 1 for large q. These upper bounds improve results of Boneh and Zhandry on the insecurity of cryptographic protocols against quantum attacks. We also show that our algorithm's success probability as a function of the number of queries is precisely optimal. Furthermore, the algorithm can be implemented with gate complexity poly(log q) with negligible decrease in the success probability. We end with a conjecture about the quantum query complexity of multivariate polynomial interpolation.
polynomial with probability 1 − O(1/q). The result for general d follows because d − 1 classical queries can be used to reduce the case of a degree-d polynomial to that of a linear polynomial. However, this work left a substantial gap between the lower and upper bounds.
Here we present an improved quantum algorithm for polynomial interpolation. We show that the aforementioned lower bounds are tight: with d fixed, k = d/2 + 1/2 queries suffice to solve the problem with constant success probability. While the success probability at this value of k has a q-independent lower bound, it decreases rapidly with k, scaling like 1/k!. This raises the question of how the success probability increases as we make more queries. We show that there is a sharp transition as k is increased: in particular, with k = d/2 + 1 queries, the algorithm succeeds with a probability that approaches 1 for large q.
Our algorithm is motivated by the pretty good measurement (pgm) approach to the hidden subgroup problem (hsp) [1] . In this approach, one queries the black box on uniform superpositions to create coset states and then makes entangled measurements on several coset states to infer the hidden subgroup. As in the pgm approach (and in other approaches to the hsp using the socalled standard method), our algorithm makes nonadaptive queries to the black box and performs collective postprocessing. Also, similarly to previous analysis of the pgm approach, we can express our success probability in terms of the number of solutions of a system of polynomial equations.
However, our approach to polynomial interpolation also has significant differences from the pgm approach to the hsp. In particular, we introduce a different way to query the black box that simplifies both the algorithm and its analysis. In the pgm approach, we query the black box on a uniform superposition and then uncompute uniform superpositions over certain sets. For polynomial interpolation, we instead query a carefully-chosen non-uniform superposition of inputs so that the subsequent uncomputation is classical. Furthermore, the success probability of our method is higher, and its analysis is more straightforward, than if we used a direct analog of the pgm approach. We hope that these techniques will prove useful for other quantum algorithms, perhaps for the hidden subgroup problem or for other applications of the pgm approach [5, 7] .
We also show that our strategy is precisely optimal: for any number of queries k, we describe a k-query algorithm with the highest possible success probability. We give a simple algebraic characterization of this success probability, as follows.
Theorem 1.
The maximum success probability of any k-query quantum algorithm for interpolating a polynomial of degree d over F q is |R k |/q d+1 , where R k := Z(F k q × F k q ) is the range of the function Z : F k q × F k q → F d+1 q defined by Z(x, y) j := k i=1 y i x j i for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}. We present an explicit quantum algorithm that achieves this success probability, and we show that no algorithm can do better. We establish optimality with an argument based on the dimension of the space spanned by the possible output states, which appears to be distinct from arguments using the two main approaches to proving limitations on quantum algorithms, the polynomial and adversary methods. Instead, our approach is closely related to a linear-algebraic lower bound technique of Radhakrishnan, Sen, and Venkatesh [17] and to the "rank method" of Boneh and Zhandry [3] .
We characterize the query complexity by proving bounds on |R k |, as follows.
Theorem 2. For any fixed positive integer d, the success probability of Theorem 1 is
To show the former bound, we explicitly characterize the possible (x, y) ∈ F k q × F k q such that Z(x, y) takes a particular value. We prove the latter bound in a completely different way, using a second moment argument.
Theorem 2 shows that the success probability has a sharp transition as a function of k, from subconstant for k < d/2 + 1/2 (by known lower bounds [10, 13] 
Note that since k must be an integer, the success probability varies differently with k depending on whether d is odd or even. For fixed even d, k = d/2 + 1 queries give success probability 1 − o(1), whereas k = d/2 queries give success probability o(1). For fixed odd d, the success probability is o(1) for k = d/2 − 1/2 and constant for k = d/2 + 1/2. To achieve higher success probability, we can make k = d/2 + 3/2 queries and treat f as a polynomial of degree d + 1 with c d+1 = 0, giving success probability 1 − o(1).
In light of these results, polynomial interpolation is reminiscent of the task of computing the parity of n bits, where the classical query complexity is n (even for bounded error) and the quantum query complexity is n/2 [2, 8] . More generally, a similar factor-of-two improvement is possible for the oracle interrogation problem, where the goal is to learn the entire n-bit string encoded by a black box [6] . However, polynomial interpolation is qualitatively different in that the oracle returns values over F q rather than F 2 . Note that for the oracle interrogation problem over F q , one can only achieve speedup by a factor of about 1 − 1/q [3, Section 4], which is negligible for large q.
Our algorithm improves results of Boneh and Zhandry giving quantum attacks on certain cryptographic protocols [3] . For a version of the Shamir secret sharing scheme [18] where the shares can be quantum superpositions, their d-query interpolation algorithm shows that a subset of only d parties can recover the secret. Our algorithm considerably strengthens this, showing that a subset of d/2 + 1/2 parties can recover the secret with constant probability, and d/2 + 1 can recover it with probability 1 − O(1/q). Boneh and Zhandry also formulate a model of quantum message-authentication codes (macs), where the goal is to tag messages to authenticate the sender. Finally, we consider the gate complexity of polynomial interpolation. We call an algorithm gateefficient if it can be implemented with a number of 2-qubit gates that is only larger than its query complexity by a factor of poly(log q). We construct a gate-efficient variant of our algorithm that achieves almost the same success probability.
3
Theorem 3. For any fixed positive integer d, there is a gate-efficient quantum algorithm for interpolating a polynomial of degree d over F q using
queries, succeeding with probability
The main step in implementing the algorithm is to invert the function Z described in the statement of Theorem 1, i.e., to find some x, y ∈ F k q so that Z(x, y) takes a given value. We achieve this by characterizing the solutions in terms of a polynomial equation and a system of linear equations.
In Section 5 we discuss the more general case where f ∈ F q [X 1 , . . . , X n ] is a multivariate polynomial of degree d. While our algorithm generalizes straightforwardly, the analysis of its success probability is more complicated. We conjecture that the quantum query complexity of this problem is smaller than the classical query complexity by a factor of n + 1.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After introducing some definitions in Section 2.1, we describe our k-query algorithm in Section 2.2. We analyze the success probability of this algorithm for k = d/2 + 1/2 in Section 2.3, and for k = d/2 + 1 in Section 2.4. We also show in Section 2.5 that essentially the same performance can be achieved using k independent queries to the oracle, each on a uniform superposition of inputs (which might make some cryptographic attacks easier, depending on the model). We establish optimality of our algorithm in 3 Note that while our algorithm for k = d/2 + 1/2 has gate complexity polynomial in both log q and d, the algorithm for k = d/2 + 1 has gate complexity k! poly(log q). Improving the dependence on d is a natural open question.
Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the gate-efficient version of our algorithm. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 with a brief discussion of some open questions.
2. Quantum algorithm for polynomial interpolation
be an unknown polynomial of degree d that is specified by the vector of coefficients c ∈ F d+1 q , where q = p r a power of a prime p. Access to f is provided by a black box acting as |x, y → |x, y + f (x) for all x, y ∈ F q .
Let e : F q → C be the exponential function e(z) = e 2πi Tr(z)/p , where the trace function Tr : F q → F p is defined by Tr(z) = z + z p + z p 2 + · · · + z p r−1 . The Fourier transform over F q is the unitary transformation acting as |x → 1 √ q y∈Fq e(xy)|y for all x ∈ F q . We can compute the value of f into the phase by Fourier transforming the second query register. If we apply the inverse Fourier transform, perform a query, and then apply the Fourier transform, we have the transformation
for any x, y ∈ F q , where we used the fact that z∈Fq e(zv) = qδ z,v . We call the transformation |x, y → e(yf (x))|x, y a phase query. Since a phase query can be implemented with a single standard query and vice versa, the query complexity of a problem does not depend on which type of query we use.
For vectors x, y ∈ F k q , we denote the inner product over F q by x · y := k i=1 x i y i . The kfold Fourier transform (i.e., the Fourier transform acting independently on each register) acts as |x →
2.2. The algorithm. We now describe our algorithm for polynomial interpolation. An ideal algorithm would produce the Fourier transform of the coefficient vector c ∈ F d+1 q , that is, the state
Instead we use k quantum queries to create the approximate state
A measurement of this state in the Fourier basis gives c with probability
Our algorithm performs k phase queries in parallel, each acting on a separate register. On input |x, y for x, y ∈ F k q , these k queries introduce the phase e(
Then we have
To create the state |ĉ R k , we prepare a uniform superposition over T k , perform k phase queries, and compute Z in place (i.e., perform the unitary transformation |x, y → |Z(x, y) ), giving 1
The above procedure is a k-query algorithm for polynomial interpolation that succeeds with probability |R k |/q d+1 , establishing the lower bound on the success probability stated in Theorem 1. To analyze the algorithm, it remains to lower bound |R k | as a function of k.
2.3.
Performance using d/2 + 1/2 queries. We now consider the performance of the above algorithm using k = d/2 + 1/2 queries. Let
To analyze this, we focus on "good" values of (x, y). Define X
). We claim the following:
Proof. We can write the condition Z(x, y) = z in the form i y i x i = z, where
. We claim that for a given z ∈ F d+1 q , the values (x, y) ∈ X good × Y good that satisfy this equation are unique up to a permutation of the indices. To see this, suppose that Z(x, y) = Z(u, v) for some good values (x, y) = (u, v). By permuting the indices, we can ensure that x i = u i for i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and x i = u i for i ∈ {m + 1, . . . , k}, where m is the number of positions at which x and u agree. Then we have
It is well known that the Vandermonde matrix 
is invertible provided the values x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x d+1 are distinct. Because the values x i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and u i for i ∈ {m + 1, . . . , k} are all distinct, and because the number of terms in (12) is at most 2k ≤ d + 1, the vectors x i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and u i for i ∈ {m + 1, . . . , k} are linearly independent. Thus we have y i = v i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and y i = v i = 0 for all i ∈ {m + 1, . . . , k}. Since y ∈ Y good , we cannot have y i = 0 for any i, so we must have m = k. Therefore x = u and y = v.
It follows that the only way to obtain a distinct (x, y) is to permute the indices, and therefore we either have
Using Lemma 1, we can show that k = d/2 + 1/2 queries suffice to perform polynomial interpolation with probability that is independent of q, but that decreases with d.
Proof of Theorem 2(i
Thus, invoking Lemma 1, the number of values of z for which
2.4. Performance using d/2 + 1 queries. Next we show that with more than d/2 + 1/2 queries, the success probability approaches 1 for large q.
Proof of Theorem 2(ii
q , we have
We use a second moment argument to upper bound the number of z ∈ F d+1 q for which |Z −1 (z)| = 0. The mean of |Z −1 (z)| is
Let δ[P] be 1 if P is true and 0 if P is false. For the second moment, we compute
Thus for the variance, we have
(note that σ 2 ≥ 0 by the Cauchy inequality). Applying the Chebyshev inequality, we find
as claimed.
Note that one can improve the dependence on d in (22) using results on the distribution of zeros in random polynomials [11] .
2.5. An alternative algorithm. The algorithm described above queries the oracle nonadaptively, that is, all k queries can be performed in parallel. However, the input state to these queries is correlated across all k copies. In this section, we describe an alternative algorithm that queries the black box on a state that is independent and identical for each of the k queries, namely, a uniform superposition over all inputs. This algorithm is suboptimal, but its performance is not significantly worse than that of the optimal algorithm described in Section 2.2.
Analogous to the so-called standard method for the hidden subgroup problem, querying f on a uniform superposition gives the state
If we use k queries to prepare k copies of this state and then perform the Fourier transform on the second register (or equivalently, perform k independent phase queries), we obtain the state
where |Z −1 (z) := (x,y)∈Z −1 (z) |x, y /|Z −1 (z)| 1/2 . Motivated by the pgm approach to the hidden subgroup problem [1] , suppose we perform the transformation |Z −1 (z) → |z , giving the state
Measuring this state in the Fourier basis gives the outcome c with probability
If k = d/2 + 1/2, we claim that this algorithm succeeds with constant probability. From the proof of Theorem 2 for k = d/2 + 1/2, we have that |Z −1 (z)| ≥ k! for at least
values of z. Therefore the success probability is at least
q , the quantity Z −1 (z) has mean µ = q and standard deviation σ = √ qd k . Thus, by the Chebyshev inequality, we have
Choosing α = Θ(q 1/6 ), this gives a success probability of | φ c k |ĉ | 2 = 1−O(q −1/3 ), which approaches 1 for large q.
Optimality
In this section, we show that the query complexity of our algorithm is precisely optimal: no kquery algorithm can succeed with a probability larger than |R k |/q d+1 . We begin with a basic result showing that m states spanning an n-dimensional subspace can be distinguished with probability at most n/m. Lemma 2. Suppose we are given a state |ψ c with c ∈ C chosen uniformly at random. Then the probability of correctly determining c with some orthogonal measurement is at most dim span{|ψ c : c ∈ C}/|C|.
Proof.
We apply this lemma where |ψ c is the final state of a given quantum query algorithm when the black box contains c ∈ F d+1 q . There is no loss of generality in considering an orthogonal measurement at the end of the algorithm since we allow the use of an arbitrary-sized ancilla.
Lemma 3. Let |ψ c be the state of any quantum polynomial interpolation algorithm after k queries, where the black box contains c ∈ F d+1 q . Then dim span{|ψ c : c ∈ F d+1 q } ≤ |R k |. Proof. We claim that
for some set of (unnormalized) states {|φ x,y : x, y ∈ F k q } that do not depend on c. Then the result follows, since
which has dimension at most |R k | = |{Z(x, y) : (x, y) ∈ F k q × F k q }|. To see the claim, consider a general k-query algorithm U k Q c U k−1 . . . Q c U 1 Q c U 0 acting on states of the form |x, y, w for an arbitrary-sized workspace register |w , starting in the state |x 0 , y 0 , w 0 = |0, 0, 0 . Here Q c : |x, y, w → e(yf (x))|x, y, w is a phase query. The final state |ψ c equals
with x 0 = y 0 = w 0 = 0, x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ), y = (y 1 , . . . , y k ), w = (w 1 , . . . , w k+1 ), and I some appropriate index set. This expression has the claimed form when we define |φ x,y = x k+1 ,y k+1 ∈Fq w∈I k+1 k j=0 x j+1 , y j+1 , w j+1 |U j |x j , y j , w j |x k+1 , y k+1 , w k+1 .
We can now prove our upper bound on the success probability of quantum algorithms for polynomial interpolation.
Proof of Theorem 1 (upper bound on success probability). By combining Lemma 2 with Lemma 3, we see that if the coefficients c ∈ F d+1 q are chosen uniformly at random, no algorithm can succeed with probability greater than |R k |/q d+1 . Since the minimum cannot be larger than the average, this implies a lower bound on the success probability in the worst case of |R k |/q d+1 . This result also shows that the exact quantum query complexity of polynomial interpolation is maximal. Corollary 1. The exact quantum query complexity of interpolating a degree-d polynomial is d + 1.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that if k < d + 1, we have |R k | < q d+1 . To see this, observe that if k < d + 1, then vectors of the form (0, . . . , 0, z d ) for z d = 0 are not in the range of Z. We can assume there is an (x, y) ∈ Z −1 (z) with x 1 , . . . , x k all distinct, since if x i = x j for some i = j, then we could delete index j and replace y i by y i + y j . Then in equation (52), the Vandermonde matrix on the left-hand side is invertible, so y 1 = · · · = y k = 0. However, this implies that i y i x d i = 0 = z d .
Gate complexity
In Section 2, we analyzed the query complexity of our polynomial interpolation algorithm. Here we describe a (d/2 + 1/2)-query algorithm whose gate complexity is poly(log q), and whose success probability is close to that of the best algorithm using this number of queries (in particular, for fixed d it still succeeds with constant probability). We also give an algorithm for the case k = d/2 + 1 whose gate complexity is larger by a factor of poly(log q), but with an additional factor of k!. . Clearly the success probability of this algorithm is |R good k |/q d+1 . Our lower bound on |R k | in Section 2.3 was actually a bound on |R good k |, so this algorithm still succeeds with probability
To give a gate-efficient algorithm, it suffices to show how to efficiently compute the function
(that is, to compute this function using poly(log q) gates). , this gives us the ability to efficiently compute Z in place (that is, to perform the transformation |x, y → |z as required by the algorithm). To do this, we first compute z in an ancilla register by evaluating Z (which only requires arithmetic over F q ) and then uncompute (x, y) by applying the circuit for Z −1 in reverse.
It remains to prepare the initial uniform superposition over T good k
. This can also be done using the ability to compute Z −1 . Suppose we create a uniform superposition over all of z ∈ F d+1 q and then attempt to compute Z −1 . If z / ∈ R good k , this is detected, and we can set a flag qubit indicating failure. Thus we can prepare a state of the form
A measurement of the flag qubit gives the outcome 0 with probability |R good k |/q d+1 . Since this is our lower bound on the success probability of the overall algorithm, we do not have to repeat this process too many times before we successfully prepare the initial state (and by sufficiently many repetitions, we can make the error probability arbitrarily small). When the measurement succeeds, we can uncompute the first register to obtain the state (x,y)∈T
In the remainder of this section, we describe how to efficiently compute Z −1 (z) for z ∈ R good k . Our approach appeals to "Prony's method" [15] (a precursor to Fourier analysis) and the theory of linear recurrences. We start with the following technical result, where e j denotes the jth elementary symmetric polynomial in k variables, i.e.,
Lemma 5. We have
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Proof. Observe that it suffices to prove the lemma for i = 1, since if we interchange the roles of x 1 and x ℓ in (37) with i = 1, we obtain (37) with i = ℓ.
We apply induction on k. If k = 1 then the claim is trivial. Now suppose the claim holds for a given value of k. We have
(where the second equality uses the induction hypothesis).
Using this fact, we can show that each component of Z(x, y) satisfies a kth-order linear recurrence.
for all nonnegative integers j, then we have (for all nonnegative integers n)
Proof. The right-hand side of (43) is
as claimed, where the third equality uses Lemma 5.
We are now ready to describe the gate-efficient algorithm for polynomial interpolation.
Proof of Theorem 3(i): k = d/2 + 1/2. By Lemma 4, it suffices to give an efficient algorithm for computing a representative (x, y) ∈ Z −1 (z) good for any given z ∈ R good k . By Lemma 6, the coefficients a j = −(−1) k−j e k−j (x 1 , . . . , x k ) of the linear recurrence (43) satisfy
. . .
, where
is a Hankel matrix. Observe that
, the Vandermonde matrix V k (and its transpose) are invertible, and for y ∈ Y good k , the diagonal matrix is invertible. Then H k is invertible, and we have
We claim that for any (x, y) ∈ Z −1 (z) good , the values x 1 , . . . , x k must be roots of the characteristic polynomial
To see this, observe that
This must be the zero vector, and since the Vandermonde matrix is invertible, we see that χ(x i ) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. 4 Finally, observe that the values y 1 , . . . , y k satisfy
Since the Vandermonde matrix is invertible, we see that y is uniquely determined by z and x.
To compute a unique representative of a given z ∈ R good k , we use equation (49) to efficiently compute the coefficients a 0 , . . . , a k−1 of the characteristic polynomial χ(x). We can then determine x ∈ X good k by finding the roots of this polynomial, which can be done in time poly(k, log q) using a randomized algorithm [9, Chapter 14] . Finally, we can determine y ∈ Y good k by solving a linear system of equations, namely (52).
This procedure does not uniquely specify (x, y) because any permutation of the indices (acting identically on x and y) gives an equivalent solution. To choose a unique (x, y) ∈ T good k , we simply require that the entries of x occur in lexicographic order with respect to some fixed representation of F q .
4.2.
Algorithm for k = d/2 + 1 queries. We now present a similar algorithm for the case k = d/2 + 1 that also has gate complexity poly(log q), although it has more overhead as a function of d.
To apply the approach of Section 4.1, we again focus on solutions of Z(x, y) = z with (x, y) ∈ X good × Y good . However, recall that our lower bound on the success probability for k = d/2 + 1 in Section 2.4 used all solutions (x, y) ∈ F k q × F k q . Thus we begin by showing that the success probability of the algorithm remains close to 1 even when restricted to good solutions.
Proof. We repeat the second moment argument of Section 2.4, but now restricted to good solutions. Under the uniform distribution on z ∈ F d+1 q , we have
by (14) . Similarly to the previous second moment calculation, we have
Thus we have
(which is identical to the previous bound for σ 2 except that d is replaced by d + 1). Therefore, by the Chebyshev inequality, we have
as claimed. Now consider the problem of computing a value (x, y) ∈ X good × Y good such that Z(x, y) = z for some given z ∈ R good k . We can approach this task using the strategy outlined in Section 4.1. With k = d/2 + 1, we have 2k − 1 = d + 1, so the last entry in the vector on the right-hand side of (49) is not specified. Nevertheless, for any fixed (x, y) ∈ F k q × F k q , the value z d+1 = Z(x, y) d+1 is well-defined by extending (7) to j = d + 1, so we can find (x, y) ∈ X good × Y good by searching for some value of z d+1 ∈ F q for which the algorithm of Section 4.1 succeeds at finding k distinct roots x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ F q of the characteristic polynomial (50).
We claim that choosing a random z d+1 ∈ F q gives a solution with probability nearly 1/k!.
is chosen uniformly at random from F d+1 q . Then with probability 1 − o(1) (over the choice of z), choosing z d+1 uniformly at random from F q and solving for (x, y) ∈ Z −1 (z) good as in the proof of Theorem 3(ii) gives a solution with probability (1 − o(1))/k! (over the choice of z d+1 ).
Proof. For any z ∈ R good k , each value of z d+1 ∈ F q gives a unique set of roots of the characteristic polynomial (50), and hence corresponds to either 0 or k! solutions (x, y) ∈ Z −1 (z) good . By a similar second moment argument as in (28), but using the mean (53) and variance (60) of Z −1 (z) good , we have |Z −1 (z) good | = q(1 − o(1)) with probability 1 − o(1) over the uniform choice of z ∈ F d+1 q . Thus the number of values of z d+1 that lead to a valid solution (x, y) ∈ Z −1 (z) good is at least q(1 − o(1))/k! with probability 1 − o(1) over the choice of z. Since there are q possible values of z d+1 , choosing z d+1 at random leads to a valid representative (x, y) ∈ Z −1 (z) good with probability (1 − o(1))/k!, again with probability 1 − o(1) over the uniform choice of z.
Lemma 8 gives a method for computing a representative (x, y) ∈ X good × Y good such that Z(x, y) = z: simply choose z d+1 ∈ F q at random until we find a solution. Repeating this process O(k!) times suffices to find a solution with constant probability (for almost all z). However, since this approach constructs a random (x, y) ∈ Z −1 (z) good rather than a unique representative, it does not define a set T good k , and it cannot be directly applied to our quantum algorithm as described so far. Instead, we construct an equivalent algorithm that represents the sets Z −1 (z) good using quantum superpositions. Lemma 9. Suppose there is an efficient algorithm to generate the quantum state
for any given z ∈ R good k . Then there is a gate-efficient k-query quantum algorithm for the polynomial interpolation problem, succeeding with probability |R good k |/q d+1 .
Proof. We essentially replace (x, y) ∈ T good k by |Z −1 (Z(x, y)) good throughout the algorithm. More concretely, we proceed as follows.
Observe that the ability to perform the given state generation map |z → |z |Z −1 (z) good implies the ability to perform the in-place transformation
In Section 4, we gave an algorithm for the case k = d/2 + 1 whose gate complexity is larger than its query complexity by a factor of k! poly(log q). This gate complexity is polynomial in log(q) but superexponential in d. Is it possible to give an algorithm with gate complexity only poly(d, log q)?
A natural extension of our results would be to consider the problem of learning a multivariate polynomial f ∈ F q [X 1 , . . . , X n ] of degree at most d. Montanaro gave asymptotically optimal bounds for this problem assuming f is multilinear [14] , but it is also natural to consider the more general case where f is not necessarily multilinear. The quantum algorithm described in Section 2.2 can be extended to the multivariate case in a fairly straightforward manner, and we conjecture that it performs as follows. queries to solve the same problem, so our conjecture states that the quantum query complexity is smaller by a factor of n + 1. We now discuss why computing the success probability of the quantum algorithm appears to be a difficult problem in algebraic geometry.
Let f ∈ F q [X 1 , . . . , X n ] be of degree at most d. For j ∈ N n and x ∈ F n q , we let (66)
To define the set of possible polynomials, we use the set of allowed exponents and consider its range (70)
. A straightforward generalization of the univariate interpolation algorithm described in Section 2.2 gives a multivariate interpolation algorithm with success probability |R k |/q J . We expect that this algorithm solves the interpolation problem with probability 1 − o(1) using ⌊J/(n + 1)⌋ + 1 queries. This would be implied by the following: Note that this holds for n = 1 (according to Lemma 7) and also for d = 1. Unfortunately, the approach via exponential sums used in the proof of Lemma 7 only works if k > J/2. Thus, while it gives a tight result for n = 1, it appears to be inefficient for n > 1.
Another way to approach Conjecture 5 is to consider the affine variety (71) V k : Z(x, y) = z in kn + k + J variables x ∈ (F n q ) k , y ∈ F k q , z ∈ F J q . Clearly |V k (F q )| = q kn+k . It is not hard to show that V k is a complete intersection and has only one absolutely irreducible component. Thus it suffices to show that for almost all specializations of z ∈ F J q , the corresponding variety V k (z) is absolutely irreducible; then provided k(n + 1) > J, a version of the Lang-Weil bound [12] applies and gives the desired result. Although results of this type are known (see [4, 16] and references therein), unfortunately none of them seems to imply the desired statement. Nevertheless, since a generic variety is absolutely irreducible, the conjecture appears plausible.
